601
New Times from 5 September 2016

Schooldays Only
Cliffe, Six Bells
Cliffe Woods, Primary School
B2000, Bridge over A289
Wainscott, Hoo Road, Liberty Park
Lodge Hill
The Hundred of Hoo Academy

0715
0800
0725 0750
0730 0755
0732 0757
0805
0740 0820 0820

Buses return from The Hundred of Hoo Academy at 1500 and 1610.

Using bus 601 ...
Please remember the simple rules!
Give a clear hand-signal to the bus driver as your bus approaches your boarding stop. Stand
well back from the kerb as the bus pulls into the bus stop and have your pass or fare ready. Board
the bus in an orderly fashion - no pushing or shoving.
As you board the bus, always show the driver your pass or pay the correct fare, take your
ticket and find a seat ... standing is NOT allowed when there are seats available on the lower deck,
and never on the upper deck.
Once aboard Bus 601 is a bully-free zone! Respect your fellow travellers - and the bus driver, who's responsible
for your safety!

Leaving the bus When you reach your destination, you must leave the bus in an orderly fashion without pushing. Stand
well back from the bus after you get off - wait until the bus has moved away if you have to cross the
road - and NEVER CROSS THE ROAD IN FRONT OF THE BUS!

If you don't follow these rules, you can expect a temporary or permanent ban from using the service.
Please Note:
Bus passes remain the property of Nu-Venture, are not transferable and must be shown to the driver on each
journey. If you do not show your bus pass, the correct fare for the journey being taken must be paid when
boarding - the bus ticket issued must be retained for the whole journey ready for inspection. Spot checks are
made by company officials from time to time. The fee to replace a lost, damaged or defaced pass is £20.
Single and day return cash fares can also be purchased from the driver.

Bus 601 is a registered local bus service, available to the general public. It serves all bus stops on the line of
route

Please don't eat or drink on the bus. Take all your rubbish with you as you leave, or use the

www.nu-venture.co.uk

Bus time/lost property enquiries:
e-mail nuventurecoachesltd@yahoo.co.uk or call us on (01622) 882288.

